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Corporate Governance: The <<Cadbury ReporD and the Swiss Board Concept of 1991

by Prof. Dr. Peter Böckli, Basel

ô

Die Aktienrechtsrevision hat auf
den l. Juli 1992 dem Verwaltungs-
rat neue Rechte und Pflichten der
S e lb s tr egulierung und H aup t aufga-
ben zugewiesen. Ende 1992 kam in
London der <<Cadbury Report>
heraus, der für die britischen Ak-
tieng e s e lls chaft en mit ko tier t en Ti-
teln prcizise Regeln der <Corporate
Governance> gebracht hat. Ein
Vergleich zeigt eine erstaunliche
Übereinstimmung in den Hauptan-
liegen und den Lösungsanscitzen.

Avec la révision du I"' juillet 1992

du Droit de la société anonyme, le
conseil d'administration s'est vu at-
tribuer de nouveaux pouvoirs et
obligations d'autorëgulation et de

nouvelles fonctions. Fin 1992 pa-
raissait à Londres /e <Cadbury Re-
port>> qui introduisait des règles
précises de <Corporate Gover-
nanceÐ pour les sociëtés anonymes

dont les titres sont cotës en bourse.

La comparaison de ces textes fait
apparaître une convergence étonn-
ante entre les principaux problèmes
traités et les solutions préconisëes.

In the revision of Corporation Law,
which entered into force and effect
on July 1 , 1992, the Board of Direc-
tors was attributed new powers and
obligations of selfregulation and
core duties. In late 1992, the <<Cad-

bury Reporl>> was published in
London which established precise
rulesfor Corporate Governance ap-
plicable to British lisred companies.

A comparison shows an astonishing
concurrence in the principal prob-
lems and ways to solve them.

1. Introductionr

The discussion of <Corporate Governance> had its
origin in the United States and Britain, but spread to
Continental Europe and suddenly became a topic in
Switzerland in the nineties. Today, it is not without in-
terest to compare the British approach, as laid down
in the <Cadbury Report>> of 1992, with the Swiss

Concept of the three Articles 716,716a and 7l6b in
the Corporation Law as revised in 1991.

It is a fact that those to whom corporate law really
addresses its messages - businessmen - are likely to
experience Law and Regulation as a strait-jacket at
the worst, and as a nuisance in the best case. Still, in
the area of Corporate Governance company law de-
finitely is playing a positive role of guidance and even,
to some extent, of innovation.

A few premises:

(Ð This paper addresses Swiss public or larger pri-
vate compani¿s. This is justified through the fact
that a considerable number of the more impor-
tant European companies today are operating
under Swiss Corporation Law. Smaller corpora-
tions do havc their own Corporate Governance
problems but they differ in a number of respects.

Reviewed version of the paper presented at a Leadership
Session of the St. Gallen Universily's (International Ma-
nagement Symposium>, May 20, 1996. - The author is
most grateful to ll|llr. Davíd Mann for his advice as to
both the content and the language of this paper. See at
the end: List of References and Further Reading, as well
as the wording of the main parts of the <Cadbury Re-
port>, London 1992.
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(ii) Not only is the term Corporate Governançe An-
glo-American, but also the phenomenon as such.
Corporate Governance has been perceived as a
problem - and dealt with both in theory and
practice - in America first, and then in Britain,
as a corollary of another new phenomenon, the
growing importance of institutional sharehold-
ers2. ln Switzerland it has been taken up as a
problem of proper functioning of managerial and
monitoring powers at the top of business corpo-
rations in the 1983/91 law revision process.

(äi) <Corporate Governance>t is, as a technical term,
hard to define and, therefore, hard to translate
into French or German. One should see in this
term3, whose vagueness adds to its popularity,
reference to the art ofstructuring the top levels of
a business corporation so as to ensure a balanced
and fficient functioning of leadership and control.
Although <Corporate Governance> and <Share-
holder Value> are topics often discussed in com-
mon, the notions are different; <governance> has
an organizational importance beyond the ques-
tion of economical and sociological priorities at-
tributed to the main objective of a business com-
pany.

(iv) The <Cadbury Code of Best Practice> is largely
about <NEDs>; to those who are not familiar
with the latest Anglo-Saxon acronyms it may
help to hear that a <NED> is a <non-executive
director> in the British variety of the English
language, equivalent to an <outside director> in
Americanese4.

The discussion on Corporate Governance has
reached a certain stage of maturity also interna-

2 Where institutional investors today own the majority of
all outstanding shares (pension funds, mutual funds and
other institutional investors combined), Russell Reynolds
(1995) 3; <Institutional shareholders to take a newly
active role in enforcing good governance>>, Davis/Lowry
(ree4) s8.3 Cadbury Report (1992) para. 2.5: <Corporate Gover-
nance is the system by which companies are run), an
apogee of the English art of defìnition; more speciflrcally:
<Corporate Governance is the system or matrix of re-
sponsibilities of directors and shareholders by which
companies are governed and controlled>>, Cadbury Re-
port, para 2.5.>>a As regards the discussions in Switzerland,, see Marie-
France Berset (1988) 133, Peter Forstmoser (1992) 31,
Peter Nobel (1995) 1057, Peter Böckli (1996) 826 and
Rita Trigo Trindade (1996) 62.

tionally through the publication in England of the
<Cadbury Code of Best Practice> for Boards of Direc-
tors in late 1992. In the process ofjuxtaposition of
<Cadburp with the revised responsibilities of the
Board of Directors in the Swiss Corporation Law one
should keep in mind the antipode of Anglo-American
and also Swiss ideas on Corporate Governance: the
German <two-tier> system of <Aufsichtsrat/
Vorstand)). Established by 1870, in a remarkably early
anticipation of modern ideas about separation of lead-
ership and control, Swiss lawmakers have steadfastly
refused to adopt it ever since. In fact, the Swiss law's
concept of Corporate Governance probably is the
closest of all in Continental Europe to Anglo-Saxon
ideas.

Following a glance at the British initiative and the
Swiss Board concept of 1991, both will be compared
with the two-tier German system. It will be shown
that self-regulation of Governance is a striking char-
acteristic of Swiss Corporation Law. Finally, the pa-
per will touch on the current introduction of Board
Committees in Switzerland and deal with a significant
unresolved problem - effective provision of informa-
tion for NEDs or outside directors -, to have a look
at latest trends.

2. The <Cadbury Reporb> of 1992

a) Cadbury's Mai4 Messages

It is hard to imagine today how any discussion of
Corporate Governance could by-pass the <Cadbury
Report, and the corresponding <Code of Best Prac-
tice> which both came out in London as a draft in
l|lf.ay 1992. A committee headed by Sir Adrian Cad-
bury had been set up a year before by a coalition of
the London Stock Exchange, the British Accountancy
Profession and other influential bodies of the Island
set in Silvcr Sea, to address, precisely defined, the
<fìnancial aspects) of Corporate Governance. The
committee, clearly created on the background of a
general feeling of discontent, was to show ways to
raise the standards of Corporate Governance in the
United Kingdom.

The influence of fhe self-regulatory set of rules that
came out of the effort of Sir Adrian and his colleagues
today is by no means limited to Britain where an
annual report on compliance with <Cadbury> has
become a listing requirement. In Continental Europe,
too, it has unfrozen the debate which, for years, was
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focused on the German <Aufsichtsrat/Vorstand>5
and provoked either enthusiastic adherence or stiff-
necked opposition to the two-tier system.

While the substance of the Cadbury Report and
the Code ofBest Practices cannot be reduced to a few
words, its salient points carry, in reality, five funda-
mental messages:

(l) It maintains a Unitary Board, but assigns special
roles to <NEDs> (non-executive or outside direc-
tors) by entrusting them with specific monitoríng

functions.

(2) Il structures the Board by formalizing the
<<NEDst>' selection, insisting on their indepen-
dence, stressing the need for <NEDs> with <cali-
bre> and giving <NEDs> the right to independent
professional advice (at the company's expense,
and outside of the legal department of the com-
pany, to be sure). An abandoned controversial
part of the draft version even went to the heretic
point of calling for an <appointed leader> of those
<NEDs> whenever the Chairman is also the Chief
Executive. Sir Adrian retreated on this point, and
in the final version of <Cadbury>, this obvious
Saint Andreas fault in the legal Board landscape
was deftly plastered over by the request merely for
the NEDs to form a (strong and independent ele-
ment on the Board, with a recognízed senior mem-
ber >6 .

(3) <Cadbury> in essence calls for three special Board
Committees composed of <NEDs>, namely (i) an
Audit Committee to form an opinion on the qual-
ity of auditing, (ii) a Nomination Committee to
carry out the selection of outside directors 7, com-
posed of a majority of <NEDs>8, and (iii) a Re-
muneration Committee to review compensation of
all sorts at the top level of the company. Their
respective Chairs - the <recognized senior mem-
bers of calibre), to stay within the terminological
world of Sir Adrian - stand in the annual share-
holders meeting to directly answer questions from

The 5th European Directive on Compøny Iøw (Proposal),
too, \ryas - and still is - deadlocked for decades because
of the German insistence on <Mitbestimmung> at Board
level.
The Code of Best Practice (1992), final version, para. 1.2
(2nd sentence).
What has been rejected is a more formal and direct role
of shareholders in the appointment of directors.
The Code of Best Practice (1992) Nore 7.

shareholders (such a thing, incidently, would be
quite unthinkable in Swiss corporate practice).

(4) <Cadbury> calls for a schedule of matters specifi-
cally reserved for decision by the full Boarde.

(5) <Cadbury> finally calls for certain formal disclo-
sures by the <NEDsy: Firstly, on the basis on
which they assess performance of the Chairman,
and, secondly, a report on the effectiveness of
internal financial control.

b) Appreciation of <<Cadburp>

The <Cadbury> approach is characteristic of pre-
sent corporate law development inasmuch as it is
largely based on self-regulation and soft /aw. No de-
mocratically elected body or emanation thereof was
involved in the shaping ofthe Code, and no such body
is involved in its enforcement. Some hand-picked elite
personalities of the British Establishment drew up the
Code, and enforcement goes through the powers of
the London Stock Exchange towards listed compa-
niesl0. Quite characteristically for such a self-regula-
tory approach, <Cadbury> also carries added recom-
mendations, which are not compulsory but may not
be lightheartedly disregarded, such as (i) the insistence
on interim reports with balance sheet information to
be given to the shareholders (something the Swiss
corporate world has to live with, too, due to the 1996
Listing Regulations), (ii) the issuance of a <Statement
of directors' responsibilities> in the field of account-
ing and financials, a concept extremely close to the
Swiss law's Article 716a, numbered paragraph 3, and
(iii) the rotation of persons responsible for the compa-
ny's external audit (something completely unknown
so far in Corporatio Helvetica).

Still, viewed from the concepts of Swiss Company
Law, <CadburyD also has obvious weak spots.

(Ð <Cadburyl does not sufficiently sfress internal
auditing, as a part of the entire auditing process
and a system without which monitoring is not
possible, and also as a source of information for
the Audit Committee's practical functioning.

(iÐ A clear statement to the effect that <NEDs>
should remain what they are - non-executive -

e The Code of Best Practíce (1992) Note 2.l0 The listing rules impose a continuing obligation on com-
panies to state in their annual return and accounts
whether or not they have complied with the Code. Listing
Rule 12.43 O.
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is missing, too. rWhile <Cadburp appears to re-

cognize the importance of an unhindered area of
initiative and free decision for the chief executive

management, it lacks a clear-cut caveat against a

more and more (managerial role> of NEDs or
outside directorsll. What has been said by a CEO
on the relationship between staff and çxecutive
management should be applied to outside direc-
tors: <Ideally you should have a minimum of staff
to disturb the operating people and prevenl them

from doing their more important jobs>t2 - one

should in fact see to it that non-executive direc-
tors are not preventing executives from doing
their jobs.

(iii) Moreover, within the mechanism proposed by
<Cadbury>, there is a distinct potential for møl-

functioning. The tasks of assessing key persons

and company auditors, nominating candidates

and appraising compensation are spread out bet-

ween three sub-bodies within the main body,
each one chaired by a different outside personali-
ty <of sufficient weight and calibre>. With so

many Chiefs among the Indians, a question
arises'. Who will monitor these monitors? The
Chairman will have to apply considerable time
and effort to inform and rein in his <Sub-Chair-
men> if he does not want to loose coordination
and guidance within the Board.

A sceptical view questions the basic idea behind
the new role to be played by NEDs and has it that
<non-executive directors are part of the problem rath-
er than the solution . . . it is hard to believe that the

relationship between the two animals will be other
than cozy>13. A similar view is shared by many observ-

ers in Great Britain who suspect that if it is the role of
<NEDs> to check and monitor top management, the

latter must have a natural tendency to promote candi-
dates to these Boards <who can be trusted not to rock
the boat>ta. <Cadburp has by no means squelched
bitter criticism of the Board as working institution15.

ll The danger is that the Cadbury Code <. . . will impose a

<strait-jacketi uniformity on companies' structures, a

move resisted by the United Kingdom in response to
community initiatives over many years>>, Janet Dine
(1e94) 7s.

12 Percy Barnevik in Fortune, J:ur'e 29, 1992,25.
t3 Financial Tímes, May 28, 1992, 14.
ta John Cadman (1995) 347.
15 <There are strong tendencies for Boards to evolve culture

and social norms that reflect optimal behaviour under

c) Proposals Reiected

It may be of interest to have a quick glance at
proposals which were rejected in the recent discussion

in the UK and the US16. These include a requirement
for shareholders' vote on the remuneration of the

Board of DirectorsrT, the prohibition of combining the

functions of Chairman and Chief Executive, the rule
of compensating Board members exclusively in shares,

and disclosure of detailed information to sharehold-
ers about the decision making process and decisions

taken by the Boardl8. It is obvious that such a trans-
parency requirement for Board decisions would be a

prerequirement for a new legal instrument, often dis-

cussed and always rejected in Switzerland - the right
of shareholders to directly challenge Board resolu-
tions in Courtle.

3. The Swiss Board Concept in Comparison
with <Cadbury>

a) The Basic Content of the Swiss Provision on

Corporate Governance

The revised Swiss Corporation Law which entered
into force and effect on July l, 1992 was essentially
drafted in the distant years 1980 and 198120 by a

Government-appointed Work Group. At that time, in
a small drafting team, long before anybody in Swit-
zerland was aware of the term <Corporate Gover-
nance), a double conclusion was reached:

Firstly, Swiss law should not adopt the German

system, with its rigid separation in a mandatory two-
tier system of control and nomination, on the one
hand, and leadership, on the other hand;

prosperity, and these norms make it extremely dilficult
for the Board to respond early to lailure in its top mana-
gement team.), Míchael C. Jensen (1993) 867.

16 As regards better involvement of shareholders, many
more ideas have been canvassed: <Forms to be attached
to Annual Reports on which shareholders could send in
written questio¡¿s in advance of Annual Shareholders
Meetings so that prepared answers can be given and,
secondly, for a briel summary of points raised at the
AGM to be sent to all shareholders alter the event.),
Vanessa Finch (1992) 586.

t1 Financial Times, }l4ay 28, 1992, 14.
t8 Russell Reynolds (1995) 13.
re There is a legal possibility to challenge Board decision in

court in the rare cases of null and void acts of the Board,
Art.706b and7I4.

20 Sw¡ss Federal Council, Bill of February 23, 1983 on the
Revision of the Corporation Law, Federal Register 1983
\ 745.
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Secondly, the Board should either be eliminated as

an institution, or then the law should create a set-up of
mandatory functions to be fulfìlled by the Board, and
specifically mandate each Board lo self-regulate its
structure and functioning within the new legal frame-
work.

The law, which in the end was enaçted practically
unchanged by Parliament 10 years later, embodies
this concept of a Board with a distinct fìeld of compe-
tences. It is, strikingly enough, close to <Cadbury> in
its main points, although it is not confined to financial
aspects. The Board - without a possibility of a subse-
quent approval of the shareholders' meeting2l -
(1) has the ultimate responsibility for the strcttegy

(<Oberleitunp in the German version)22 of the
company23;

(2) is responsible for the basic organization of the
company, it must decide on the shaping of the
company's accounting system, financial control
and financial p lanning2a ;

(3) has to see to monitoring the executive.functions2s;

(4) elects and dismisses t"he top executives of the com-
paîy26;

(5) is to draw up bye-løws by which it structures the
executive branch and determines its functions; and

(6) it regulates reporting2T.

b) Problems of Acceptance in Switzerland

There is no doubt that the significance of this
concept of the 1991 Swiss Corporation Law has not
been grasped by everybody in the earlier phases of
debate. And even after its entering into force and
effect there is quite some resistance against a more
clearly defined function of the Board as an interme-
diate corporate body, placed between shareholders
and day-to-day management. The law now calls for a
distinct <shaping and structuring work> to be per-
formed on behalf of the Board and to be adopted by
it in its ultimate responsibility. The Board, of course,
is a decision-making body responding to the needs of
the moment, but it is also called upon to have the final

2r See 3 (b) hereinafter.
22 Art.716a (l) (1.).
23 The Code of Best Practice (1992), para. 1.4 and Note 2
2a Art.7l6a (l) (2. and 3.).
25 Art. 716a (1) (s.).
26 Art.7l6a Q) @.).27 Art. 1l6b (2).

say in the shaping of strategy, financial organtzation
and hiring of the top executives. While in the Swiss
view, it is not the Board which necessarily does the
actual foot-work and fine-tunes the alternatives for
the ultimate decision, it is the Board that has to order
it, discuss it, choose a coherent set ofrules, and see to
it that these are followed. Articles lI6a and ll6b are
clearly based on the concept of Board self-regulation
in this core area of Corporate Governance. Indeed,
they do call for (persons on the Board who are> - as

the Cadbury Report puts it * (non-executive direc-
tors of sufficient calibre and number for their views to
carry significant weight in the Board's decisions>28.

Yet resistance against the concept of restricted but
final powers for the Board (i.e. in the core areas of
strategy, financial organization, and hiring ofthe top
executives) has also been voiced by a legal scholar,
Prof. Alain Hirsch2e. Rejecting both the wording of
the Government Commentary to the 1983 Bill which
had explained the specific function of Article 7l6a
excluding interference of the Shareholders' Meeting in
the core domain of the Board30, and disregarding the
precise teÍm (unentziehbarD, which was added by Par-
liament, he considers a charter-based requirement for
shareholders' approval in the core area of Article
716ato be possible and legally effective. The fact that
the term <unentziehbar> cannot be adequately rende-
red in the French language and, therefore, in the
French version of the Swiss law must be noted but
does not suffice, of course, to explain Mr. Alain
Hirsch's theory which will not fail to shed quite some
confusion and uncertainty in this area3t.

c) A Comparison of the Swiss Approach with
<Cadbury>

The Swiss Board rules which entered into effect on
July l, l992have a conceptual, although by no means
complete, affinity to the <Cadbury> concepts. Article
7l6a specifically provides, in its second paragraph,
lor Board Committees, and probably the most striking
parallel is in the Swiss law requirement of financial
control32 and monitoring of executive activities33.

28 Cadbury Code of Best Practice (1992), para. 1.3.
2e At the Zurich Seminar of June 13, 1996 (<Aktienrechts-

Forum>).
30 Federal Monitor 1983 II, Nr. 215.3.
31 Rita Trigo Trindade (1996) 172, takes a position against

that ol Alain Hirsch, showing that there at least is no firm
<Geneva School> in this respect.

32 Swiss Corporation Law 1991, Article 7l6a (1) (No. 3).
33 ,Sw¡ss Corporøtion Law 1991, Article 716a (1) (No. 5).
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Otherwise, the weights are placed somewhat dif-
ferently, inasmuch as Swiss law insists on a full area

of decisions reserved to the Board, a subject which in
the Anglo-Saxon discussions is being addressed, but is

less dominant34. Swiss law also stresses the final re-

sponsibility of the Board for the basíc organization of
the company, something which is not really to be

found in <Cadburp.
<Cadbury>, for its part, is following the classi-

cal Anglo-Saxon approach in its heavier insistence on
disclosure (explanatory statements and special re-
ports) and in its formal requirement of Íhree Commit-
tees - the Audit Committee, Remuneration Com-
mittee and Nomination Committee. <Cadbury>,
moreover, only indirectly addresses internal financial
control35 by obliging the Board to report on its effec-

tiveness to the shareholders. The Swiss concept makes

financial control a central element of the Board's
shaping and structuring responsibilities. The Swiss

concept also goes beyond <Cadbury> by requiring the

Board to establish coherent <organizational bye-

laws> or regulations for the top layers of executive
functions.

4. A Compafison of <Cadbury> with the
German Two-Tier System

a) Mutual Exclusivity between Aufsichtsrat and

Vorstand

The British were the first to note that the <Cad-

bury> proposals (at least in their first draft published
in May 1992 calling for <an appointed leadcr> of the

NEDs36) went pretty close to splitting up the top body
of the corporation in two parts37. Indeed, the <Cad-

3a The necessity for decisions reserved to the Board has

been stressed e.g. by Vanessa Finch (1992) 589. It is

striking, too, that the UK Code of Best Practice has no
reference to one point on which the American practice,
Russell Reynolds (1995) 18, and Swiss corporation law
(Peter Böckli, 1996, 822) converge: The necessity for
specifìc approval by the Board ofsignificant transactions
decided by management outside the normal course of
business.

35 It is difficult to see why Vanessa Finch has formed the
following opinion: <The internal audit is not seen as a
uselul and continuing source of information for the Au-
dit Committee.>>, Vanessa Finch (1992) 588.

36 Cadbury Draft Report, issued for public comment on
ìMay 27 , 1992, The Code of Best Practice, Draft para. 1.2

(second sentence).
37 <If the members of the Cadbury Committee believe in a

Unitary Board . . . this is nonsense. If they seek this kind

bury> approach was said to lead to a fragmentation of
the concept of the Unitary Board38, and even to be a
<Trojan Horse for the introduction of a two-tier
Board>3e.

Still, the German system of AufsichtsratAy'orstand
(which was introduced, on an optional basis, into the
French corporation law, among others, already 30

years agoa0) is profoundly different from the Unitary
Boardal, whether it be organized along <Cadbury> or
along Swiss law lines. The striking difference to the

one-tier system is the far-reaching absence under Ger-
man law of any self-regulatory leeway in this area;

there is rigidity and mutual exclusivity of the Supervi-
sory Board, on the one hand, and the Management
Board, on the other handa2.In a Unitary Board of the

American, British or Swiss variety, as structured as it
may be, the executive directors are also directly par-
ticipating in the final debate of the main Board, even

if they are in the minority. They have a word in the

election of top executives, too, in Board decisions,
monitoring, and also in nominating new candidates
for Board membership. In the two-tier system, all this
is strictly excluded - top managers are legally dis-
qualified from playing a role in these functions which
are exclusively assigned to the <AufsichtsraD. Con-
versely, under the Unitary Board system, the outside
directors are participating in the ultimate shaping and
decision on the company's business strategy, while
under the two-tier system this again is as a principle
excludeda3.

b) The Supervisory Board as a <<Landing Area>> for
the German Mitbestimmung

While, upon a closer look, the unitary and the

two-tier Board systems remain distinct in spite of
many points of convergence, there remains one over-
whelming fact which is often and wrongfully excluded
from the discussion: The German <Aufsichtsratl is, in

of Segregation, they should have the courage of their
convictions and advocate a two-tier Board structure>,
O. Green <Why Cadbury leaves a bitter taste>>, Financial
Time s, J l;ne 9, 1 992, quoted by Vane s s a Fin c h (1992) 593.

38 Gerard M.D. Bean (1994) 266.
3e Ernst &. Young (1992) 10.
40 Loi sur les sociëtës commerciales (1966) art. 96 et seq.
al As regards a comparison of the unitary and the two-tier

systems, see Peter Böckli (1992) and (1996) 925.
a2 Cf . Knut Bleicher (1987); Münchener Handbuch des Ge-

sellschaftsrechts, Bd. 4, Aktiengesellschaft, München
1988, 250; Michael Hoffmann-Becking (1996).

a3 lonathan Charkham, Keeping Good Company, Oxford/
New York 1995,347; Peter Böckli (1996) 922.

L
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public companies, playing the main role of <landing
area> for lhe <Mitbestimmungt of employeesaa. As
things now are, <Aufsichtsrat> in the German reality
of today means, to a considerable extent, <Mitbestim-
mungsrat>. It functions, in this context, as a place for
practical compromises in social politics which in es-

sence have nothing to do with either monitoring or
nominating functions.

Ifapart from this aspect there is one definite bene-
fit to the two-tier system, it is its clear insistence on a
reserved decision area for the top executive manage-
ment, as, by its legal concept, the German <Aufsichts-
ratD cannot prevent the operating people from doing
their more important jobs.

5. Self-Regulation at Board Level under Swiss
Law

a) The Areas of Autonomous Action

The Swiss Board concept of l99l a5 can be said to
comprise four areas of self-regulation in which the
Board is called upon to elicit a coherent set of rules,
within a certain legal framework but without a duty to
follow any given details. Always in a comparison with
<Cadbury>, they are the following:

(ù <Oberleitung> or strategy (Cadbury: <<issues of
strategy)), <tfull and effective control over the com-
pany)), and <direction of the company firmly in its
hqnds)));

(ii) Basic organization (not mentioned in Cadbury);

(iii) Financial control (Cadbury: <Directors' report
on the effectiveness of the company's system of
internal control>);

(v) Monitoring management (Cadbury; <The Board
should . . . monitor the executive management>).

The Swiss Boards, as mentioned before, are also
called upon to establish rules for reportinga6.

Viewed from this angle, the Swiss Board concept
of 1991 is largely compatible with the latest Anglo-
Saxon tendenciesaT. While Swiss Company Law, in
clear distinction from <Cadbury>, does not go so far
as to specifically decree Audit, Compensation and
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Nomination Committees, it is hard to see how a
Board of a Swiss public company could live up to all
its self-regulating duties without a formation of an
Audit Committee and a combined Compensation/
Nomination Committee. Such a Committee can

- and should - be small, two to three persons; in a
medium size company a single Board member can
take on the assignment to specifically prepare the
respective proposals for the Board.

b) The Problem of Mutual Interference

An important problem of self-regulation is, how-
ever, left untouched by both the <Cadbury Report>
and the Swiss Board Provisions of 1991.

This is the paramount factuøl importance of the
leader of the company. V/hile <Cadburp insists that
(no one individual has unfettered powers of deci-
sion>48, it remains that the leader of a company - be
he called CEO or Managing Director, or whatever
else - has an absolutely pre-eminent role in leading
and inspiring the organization4e. While it is true that
his powers should not be <unfettered>, they must be
unchallenged in their core area. The more the Board
is split up between inside and outside members, divid-
ed into Committees and Sub-Committees who end up
reporting directly to the shareholders, and the more
<their views caruy significant weight>s0, the more we
should be aware of the fact that a leader, who is in a
strait-jacket constantly jumping procedural booby-
traps and has to spend his time following meandering
committee work, will hardly be able to lead a çom-
pany to success5l.

c) Hidden Conflict Potential in the Role of NEDs

There is a problem on the side of the KNEDs), too.
<NEDs> are to fulfill demanding roles assigned to
them both by <Cadbury> and the Swiss Company
Law: Without interfering with genuine leadership to
be deployed by the company head, they should heed
the trap of cozinesss2, they should remain independent
enough to resist certain stubborn ideas of their
Chairman, but at the same time cooperative enough

aB Cadbury Report (1992) para. 4.6 and, Code para. 1.2 (first
sentence).

ae Cl. Russel Reynolds (1995) 6.
so Cadbury Code of Best Practice (1992) para. 1.3.5l <For most investors, Corporate Governance becomes an

issue only when triggered by the circumstances of poor
fìnanciaf performance>, Russell Reynolds (1995) 5.

s2 Financial Times, li4.ay 28, 1992, 14.

a.a- Michael Hoffmann-Becking (1996) 240.a) Art. 716a1716b.
a6 Art. 7l6a (2) and Arr. 7l6b (2).
a7 See e.g. <Self-Regulation at Board Level>r, Davis/Lowry

(lee4) 53.
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to participate in confident teamwork. Those gifted
tight-rope walkers will be hard to find.

6. Board Committees

At this point, it is appropriate to add some brief
remarks to the most visible outgrowth of <Cadbury>,
and, of course, of American corporate life in the last
25 years: the Board Committees53.

a) The Audit Committee

The Audit Committee, which has made its way to
the larger Swiss public companies in the last few
years, is a valuable institution in general. Indeed it fìlls
an empty space, fulfilling a task which cannot com-
pletely be taken on by either the Chairman or the
main Board:

(Ð following the work of both outside and inside
auditors,

(ii) viewing the quality of their cooperation;

(iii) reviewing their work products,

(iv) drawing conclusions for follow-up by Manage-
ment, Auditors and themselvessa, and

(v) assisting the Board in selecting new auditors,
when necessary.

Such a committee is valuable as long as the list of
its core duties is focused on obtaining a fair view of
the audit functions. Of course, the Audit Committee
certainly will blow the whistle and alert the Chief
Executive whenever it comes across a really serious
impropriety or functional disorder. Yet its assignment
will become an impossible task as soon as it is called
to proceed to audit steps by itself, as its slightly mis-
leading name indicates, or to independently ascertain
compliance with auditing standards by its own

53 As regards developments in Switzerland , see Peter Böckli
(1994) 44 and (1996) 826,932.

54 The proper attributions of an Audit Committee have
been described as follows by Vanessa Finch (1992) 593
<The committee should have authority to investigate and
seek external professional advice - its duties should
include making recommendations to the Board on audi-
tor appointments, dismissals and fees, reviewing half-
yearly fìnancial statements, conducting discussions with
auditors on the nature of the audit, revíewing internal
audit programmes and reviewing the auditors' manage-
ment letter and the company's statement on internal con-
tol systems.> (Emphasis added).

means55. Such a tendency, to be noted especially in the
publications emanating from the accountancy profes-
sion, as well as the trend to engage Audit Committees
in specific investigating activitiess6 and to extend their
scope of activities to legal compliance - which is a
function proper to executive management and moni-
toring - are bound to confuse responsibilities and
will be counter-productive in the end. The Audit Com-
míttee does not audit - this is one of the most basic
rules for its functioning5T. The Audit Committee, in
any way, is treading a difficult path between the audit-
ing bodies, executive management and the main
Board58: It should never act as a barrierse, but as a
synapse. It should not <stifle entrepreneurial skills>;
instead of weakening the main Board's awareness of
auditing matters, it is to strengthen it.

b) The Remuneration Committee

-îhe Remuneration Committee60 also has a valuable
function as long as the scope of its activity is strictly
defined. It should shape its opinion not only on the
remuneration of the Board's executive and non-
executive members6l, but should also have a distinct
role in determining the total compensation, basic pay,
performance-related stock options and pensions of
top executives who are not members of the Board.
<Cadbury> specifically assigns it the role of determin-
ing the basis on which the performance of the chief
executive is assessed - something unheard of in cor-
porate Switzerland during these last years of the mil-

55 <The Audit Committee should have explicit authority to
investigate any matters within its terms of reference, the
resources which it needs to do so, and full access to
information. The committee should be able to obtain
outside professional advice and if necessary to invite
outsiders with relevant experience to attend meetings>,
Cadbury Code, Audit Committees, para. 6 (e).

s6 Cadbury Code (1992), Audit Committee, para. 6 (e). Of
course, the Audit Committee should have <explicit au-
thority to investigate any matters), but this should be an
exception under exceptional circumstances.

s7 It would be even more disastrous for Audit Committees
in practice il certain initiatives should be followed which
call for the Audit Committees to be <beefed up to take on
greater responsíbílity for monitoring aspects of manage-
ment performance on behalf of shareholdersl, Financial
Times, December 10, 1994.

58 Cadbury Report (1992), Audit Committee, para. 5.
se Cadbury Report (1992), Audit Committee, para. 5.
60 Cadbury Code of Best Practices (1992) para.3.3 and

Note 9.
6t <Greenbury Report, on Directors'Remuneration (1995),

Section A.
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lennium. The Remuneration Committee is instrumen-
tal in avoiding outgrowths of conflicts of interest,
thereby supporting the public credibility of the Board
as a çorporate institution.

c) The Nomination Committee

'lhe Nomination Committee (which often is com-
bined with the Remuneration Committee) is not yet a
standing institution of Swiss corporate practice 62 .Tra-
ditionally, all the functions which <Cadbury> assigns
to the Audit, Remuneration and Nomination Com-
mittees were matters for the so-called <Ausschuss> or
inner circle of the Board (formed by the Chairman,
the Vice-Chairman and two or three senior Board
members) - if these functions were at all taken care
of in a distinct manner. In view of the responsibility of
the Swiss Board regarding appointment of top mana-
gement it is, however, almost mandatory today that
the functions of a Nomination Committee - whether
or not combined with the Remuneration Commit-
tee - be taken seriously. The cases where the Board
was asked to elect (names)) - people it never saw -
to top executive posts were frequent, but by now
definitely should be historic reminiscences.

In all areas of Committee work, the main Board
holds on to its ultimate power of decision. The Com-
mittee's work product, as important as it may be in
practice, legally is a structured proposal to the Board.
The Committee members are appointed by the main
Board, operate in a transparent way, and annually re-
porton theirwork and results in writing - even ifsuch
statements may be brief. Rumors that in some Swiss
companies the Chairmen used to discreetly hand-pick
some Board members and convene them in the dark,
keeping both their proceedings and their results secret,
could refer to myths and legends of the past.

7. An Unresolved Question: Effective Provision
of Information for Outside Directors

At this point, an unresolved problem must be men-
tioned: Although Swiss Company Law has greatly im-
proved the access of each Board member to company
information63, in this area shortcomings abound. While
in a corporation where the Chairman is himself also
fulfilling the functions of the chief executive officer,

62 Cadbury only refers to it in an indirect way, see para.2.4
and Note 7.6: ,Sr'viss Corporation Law 1991, Arl.7l5a.

outside Board members are called to monitor and con-
trol this central function, it is again this one person at
the centre and nobody else who decides on the time,
scope and depth of infonnation given <NEDsD to exer-
cise their monitoring and control6a. But also in other
conhgurations, the combination of legal monitoring
duties with a lack of any independent source of infor-
mation is a conceptual fault of the present Corporate
Governance system. This is true, by the way, whether
we look at the <CadburyD or the Swiss legal system. It
has been warned that non-executive directors, through
this functional weakness of the system, <can be expected
to be unable to perþrm the policing role effectively>'s.

The basic information problem for <NEDs> has in
fact been recognized and briefly addressed by the
Cadbury Report66. But, significantly enough, lhe 1992
Code of Best Practice itself does not provide any help
in this respect6T. The right for <NEDs> to resort to
independent professional advice at the company's ex-
pense aims more at the intellectual processing of in-
formation and its legal appraisal than at the proactive
sourcing of new information. Apart from the unique
<right to advice> there is no assistance to <NEDs> in
getting at information potentially detrimental to the
inside directors and, more precisely, damaging to the
power of the top executive and his inner circle. Lately,
there have been a considerable number of publica-
tions also in Switzerland on this subject68, but the
information problem remains to a large extent what it
was ten years ago - unresolved.

8. Present and Future Trends in Corporate
Governance

Having taken a view on present Corporate Gover-
nance developments mostly in the UK and Switzer-
land, and, to some extent, in Germany, it is now the
time to look at the latest trends:

64 <CEOs have the power to control the Board . . . the CEO
almost always determines . . . the inlormation given to
the Board. This limitation on information severely hin-
ders the ability ol even highly talented Board members
. . .>, Michael C. Jensen (1993) 863164.

6s ,John Cadman (199Ð 3a7; Gerard M. D. Bean (1994) 270.
66 Cadbury Report (1992) para. 4.5.
67 <As to the information made available to <NEDs>, this

has often been sighted as a weakness of the outside
director>, Vanessa Finch (1992) 591.

68 Marcel Dietrich (1990); Jean Nicolas Druey (1993) 49;
Peter V. Kunz (1994); Müller/Lipp (1994); Martín l4rernli
(1994); Peter Böckli (1994) 60; (1996) 779.

l
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(Ð The pressure of institutional shareholders for a

more professional Corporate Governance will con-

tinue to be felt. This is a fact, but, on the other
hand, the very persons exerting such power as

speakers for anonymous investment institutions
will themselveJ undergo more serious scrutiny as

regards their legitimacy, procedural propriety,
and control.6e Eventually, there must be <Institu-
tional Governance)) rules as well.

(iD The Swiss Board Concept and Corporate Gover-

nance Rules of 1991 generally are in conformity
with the <Cadbury> approach.They call, although
some companies and public opinion have not yet

fully grasped this fact, for substantial self-regula-

tory functions of each Board in the core domains
of basic organization, financial control, monitor-
ing, auditing review and nomination. The next few
years will bring about clearer structures in Swiss

Boards in all these areas, and five years from now
a Swiss public company's Board without an

Audit Committee and a Compensation/Nomina-
tion Committee - however the respective com-
mittees will be actually called - will be quite

unthinkable.

(äi) The dispute on splitting up the functions of the

Chair and the Chief ExecuÍive is unresolved.'Îhe
<Chairman and CEO> remains frequent in prac-

tice. Recent tendencies, however, both in the

Anglo-American world and in Switzerland, fa-
vour separation of the two functionsTo. Yet sepa-

ration, as nice as it looks from a theoretical point
of view, may bring about terrible practical prob-
lems as soon as the two corporate heads become

rivals and start politicking against each other.

(iv) There must be a strong commitment to maintain
an qutonomous are(t of executive responsibility.

Top executive prerogatives must remain unham-
pered by Board interference, if the company is

6e See Neue Zürcher Zeitung No. 137 ol June 15116, 1996,
21.

70 The Cadbury Committee did not go as lar as to edict a

recommendation in this respect. Favoring separation of
the functions is a majority view among US institutional
investors according to Russell Reynolds (1995) 5, in the
same sense also Vanessa Finch (1992) 593 who says that
in the Unitary System the roles of Chairman and Chief
Executive olfices are olten <incompatible.> <Therefore,
for the Board to be effective, it is important to separate
the CEO and Chairman's position.>, Michael C. Jensen
(ree3) 866.

not to lose speed. Tendencies to create an entan-
gled series of Board sub-bodies, of certain Board
members responding directly to shareholder ques-

tions in the Annual Shareholders' Meeting, and,
generally speaking, Board paperwork, must be

resisted if all these wonderful Corporate Gover-
nance ideas are not to end up in Corporate Indi-
gestion.

(v) The traditional large and unwieldy Swiss Board of
Directors is being phased out1I . The shrinking of
Swiss Boards is under way72.Still, if those vener-

able gatherings of up to twenty-two and more
peopleT3 are gone, not all ofthe older ideas were

completely without merit: the Board may also in
the future, to a very minor extent, have a certain
additional function of binding the top body of a
company into social realities. Where possible,

both men and women, both French and German
speaking members should have a seat on a Swiss

public company's Board, and the addition of
younger people in an overlapping period of time
may be a good idea, even if the Board then will
comprise 12 instead of l0 members. The problem
really was that many Boards were composed
predominantly or exclusively along the lines of
group representation and personal relations.

Today there is only one tendency for the quality of
candidates for non-executive positions on Swiss

Boards: up. The trend goes to smaller Boards of 5 to
12, or at the most, in big companies and under special

circumstances, 15, with a median size of 7 to I I . The
trend goes for the recruiting of new Board members

through a formal selection process, and on the basis

of clearly defined criteria7a. Boards will have to be

composed of people who in fact qualify for the judge-

ment and work which, from the day they are elected,

will be specifically assigned to them in the three areas

7r A most striking criticism of traditional Board customs is
to be found in the paper of Michael C. Jensen (1993) 831:

<The great emphasis on politeness and courtesy at the
expense of truth and frankness in boardrooms is both a

symptom and cause of failure in the control system).
12 Grünbichler/Oertmann, Die optimale Grösse des Verwal-

tungsrats, Neue Zürcher Zeitung No. 131 of June 8/9,

1996,29.
73 <When Boards get beyond seven or eight people they are

less likely to function elfectively and are easier for the
CEO to control.), Míchael C. Jensen (1993) 865.

7a As regards the developments in Germany see Michael
Hoffmann-Beckíns 0996) 231 ff., in Switzerland see Rita
Trigo Trindade. (1996) ll4.
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of Monitoring, Audit review, and Nomination. A
Board member who does not understand the basic
concepts of the company's Financial Statements and
cannot draw concrete conclusions from its Flow of
Funds will become a rarity.

Still, there remains an unresolved problem on
which corporate lawyers and business executives will
have to work intensively: the provision of information
to non-executive Board members, and the final
question, as the Roman jurists already knew: QUIS
CUSTODIAT CUSTODES - who will monitor the
monitors? The answer is clear: the shareholders. Their
job will be more effectively done in a System of good
Corporate Governance.
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Appendix

<Cadbury RePort>

Excerpts releYant for Swiss Companies

The CadburY Code

i. The Code of Best Practice

1 The Board of Directors

1.1 The board should meet regularly, retain full and effec-

tive control over the company and monitor the execu-

tive management.

1.2 There should be a clearly accepted division of responsi-

bilities at the head of a company, which will ensure a

Uuiun". of power and authority, such that no, one indi-

vidual has^unfettered powers ol decision' Where the

"huirrnutt 
is also the chiel executive, it is essential that

there should be a strong and independent element on

the board, with a recognized senior member'

1.3 The board should include non-executive directors of
sufficient calibre and number lor their view to carry

significant weight in the board's decisions' (Note 1)

1.4 The board should have a lormal schedule ol matters

specifìcally reserved to it lor decision to ensure that the

direction ând control of the company is hrmly in its
hands. (Note 2)

1 .5 There should be an agreed procedure for directors in the

furtherance of their duties to take independent profes-

sional advice if necessary, at the company's expense'

(Note 3)

1.6 All directors should have access to the advice and ser-

vices ol the company secretary' who is lesponsible to

the board lor eniuring that board procedures are fol-

lowed and that applicable rules and regulations are

complied with. Any question of the removal ol the

"omþany 
secretary shoild be a matter for the board as

a whole.

2 Non-ExecutiveDíreclors

2.1 Non-executive directors should bring an independent

iudsement to bear on issues of strategy, performance'

i"tõut..t, including key appointments, and standards

of conduct.

2.2 'lhe majority should be independent-of management
- - 

uná ft.e frotn any business or other relationship which

could materially interlere \ryith the exercise ol their in-

dependent judgêment, apart lrom their fees and share-

hoidings. th"ii l".t should reflect the time which they

commii to the company. (Notes 4 and 5)

2.3 Non-executive directors should be appointed lor speci-

fìed terms and reappointment should not be automatic'

(Note 6)

I¡-
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2.4 Non-executive directors should be selected through a
formal process and both this process and their appoint-
ment should be a matter for the board as a whole.
(Note 7)

3 Executive Directors

3.1 Directors' service contracts should not exceed three
years without shareholders' approval. (Note 8)

3.2 There should be full and clear disclosure of directors'
total emoluments and those of the chairman and
highest-paid UK director, including pension contribu-
tions and stock options. Separate figures should be
given for salary and performance-related elements and
the basis on which performance is measured should be
explained.

3.3 Executive directors' pay should be subject to the recom-
mendations of a remuneration committee made up
wholly or mainly of non-executive directors. (Note 9)

4 Reporting and Controls

4.1 It is the board's duty to present a balanced and under-
standable assessment of the company's position.
(Note 10)

4.2 The board should ensure that an objective and profes-
sional relationship is maintained with the auditors.

4.3 The board should establish an audit committee of at
least 3 non-executive directors with written terms of
reference which deal clearly with its authority and
duties. (Note 11)

4.4 The directors should explain their responsibility for
preparing the accounts next to a statement by the audi-
tors about their reporting responsibilities. (Note 12)

4.5 The directors should report on the effectiveness of the
company's system olinternal control. (Note 13)

4.6 'lhe directors should report that the business is a going
concern, with supporting assumptions or qualifications
as necessary. (Note 13)

Notes

These notes include further recommendations on good prac-
tice. They do not form part of the Code.

1 To meet the Committee's recommendations on the com-
position of sub-committees of the board, boards will
require a minimum of three non-executive directors,
one of whom may be the chairman of the company
provided he or she is not also executive head. Addi-
tionally, two of the three non-executive directors should
be independent in the terms set out in paragraph2.2 of
the Code.

2 A schedule of matters specifically reserved for decision
by the lull board should be given to directors on ap-
pointment and should be kept up to date. The Commir
tee envisages that the schedule would at least include:

(a) acquisition and disposal of assets of the company
or its subsidiaries that are material to the company;

Governance lól

(b) investments, capital projects, authority levels, trea-
sury policies and risk management policies.

The board should lay down ¡ules to determine material-
ity lor any transaction, and should establish clearly
which transactions require multiple board signatures.
The board should also agree the procedures to be fol-
lowed when, exceptionally, decisions are required be-
tween board meetings.

3 The agreed procedure should be laid down formally, for
example in a Board Resolution, in the Articles, or in the
Letter of Appointment.

4 It is for the board to decide in particular cases whether
this dehnition of independence is met. Information
about the relevant interests ol directors should be dis-
closed in the Directors' Report.

5 The Committee regards it as good practice for non-
executive directors not to participate in share option
schemes and for their service as non-executive directors
not to be pensionable by the company, in order to
saleguard their independent position.

6 The Letter of Appointment for non-executive directors
should set out their duties, term ololfìce, remuneration,
and its review.

7 The Committee regards it as good practice lor a nomi-
nation committee to carry out the selection process and
to make proposals to the board. A nomination commit-
tee should have a majority of non-executive directors on
it and be chaired either by the chairman or a non-execu-
tive director.

8 The Committee does not intend that this provision
should apply to existing contracts before they become
due for renewal.

9 Membership of the remuneration committee should be
set out in the Directors'Report and its chairman should
be available to answer questions on remuneration prin-
ciples and practice at the Annual General Meeting. Best
practice is set out in PRO NED's Remuneration Com-
mittee guidelines, published in 1992.

10 The report and accounts should contain a coherent
narrative, supported by the figures, of the company's
performance and prospects. Balance requires that set-
backs should be dealt with as well as successes. The need
for the report to be readily understood emphasizes that
words are as important as figures.

11 The Committee's recommendations on audit commir
tees are as follows:

(a) They should be formally constituted as sub-
committees of the main board to whom they are
answei'able and to whom they should report regu-
larly; they should be given written terms ol refer-
ence which deal adequately with their membership,
authority and duties; and they should normally
meet at least twice a year.

(b) There should be a minimum of three members.
Membership should be confined to the non-execu-
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tive directors of the company and a majority of the

;;;-;;;;"ii""t serving on the committee should be

independent of the company' as dettned ln para-

graph 2.2 of the Code'

lc) The external auditor and, where an internal .audit
'"' it""iiã"-å-ists, the head ofinternal audit should

nît*uüv ut,."â committee meetings' as-should the-ft;;;;. 
äirector. other members should also have

the right to attend'

ld) The audit committee should have a discussion with
'"' ,h;;;i;;rs at least once a year' without executive

board members present, to ensure that there are no

unresolved issues of concern'

(e) The audit committee should have explicit authority

to investigate any matters within its terms ol refe-

rence, the resources which it needs to do so' and

iuä-ut".t. to information' The committee should

te aUte to obtain outside professional advice and if
necessary to invite outsiders with relevant expert-

ence to attend meetings'

lfl Membership of the committee should be^disclosed\'' 
i" ltt. un""h report and the chairman of the com-

miiiee sftorrt¿ be available to answer questions

ãüout its work at the Annual General Meeting'

Specimen terms of reference for an audit committee'

ií"ftJitg "firt 
of the most commonly performed duties'

are set o-ut in the Committee's full report'

12 The statement of directors'responsibilities should cover

the following Points:

. The legal requirement for directors to prepare ft-

nancial statements for each financiai year which

Ëitå " 
ttt. 

""¿ 
fair view of the state of affairs of the

ão-puny (or group) as at the end of the. financial

v.uiuná tìre frohi and loss for that period;

¡ the responsibility of the directors for maintaining

adequate accounting records' for safeguarding the

asseis of the company (or group)' and for prevent-

i"là"J¿.t""ting frauA and other irregularities;

. confïrmation that suitable accounting policies'- 
"ã"ritt."tfy 

applied and supported by reasonable

ãtJp.tá.tt ¡uägementt and estimates' have been

used in the pieparation of the financial statements;

. confirmation that applicable accounting standards- 
huu. been followed, iubject to any material depar-

iures disclosed and expiained in the notes-to the

;;;;";;t. (This does not obviate the need for a

formal statement in the notes to the accounts dis-

.iås.in! *tt"tft.r the accounts have been prepared

in acórdance with applicable accounting stan-

dards.)

The statement should be placed immediately belore the

u"ãit"tt' report which in future will include a separate

i,äìiã"ti iå"trentlv being developed bv^the Auditing
ptâ"ti""t doard) on the responsibility of the auditors

for expressing an opinion on the accounts'

13 The Committee notes that companies willnot be able to

"ornpty 
with paragraphs 4'5 and 4'6 of the Code until

the necessary guidance for companies has been develop-

"d 
ut t."otn-inded in the Committee's report'

14 The company's statement of complianceshould be re-

"i"*"¿ 
tV the auditors in so lar as it relates to para'

Åöi.. r.i, i.s ,2.3,2.4,3'1 to 3'3, and 4'3 to 4'6 of the

Code.

ii. Audit Committees

I In the main body ol the report the Committee recom-
' 

;;;;; ìh;t all listed 
"o-punit* 

which have not alreadv

ä.* t" ttt""f¿ establish ån audit committee' and places

nr"uì .*ptturls on the importance of prope-rly consti-

Ï"i.á u".iit 
"o*mittees 

in raising standards of corporate

governance'

2 Manv UK companies already have an audit.committee'
' il; ãi.Jr.t.ur"tt study (<Audit committ'es in the

Únit"a flngaom>' published by the. ICAEW' April

is9ijil* foínd a steädv growth-in their numter' Audit

Committees are now ttiu-blithtd in 53% of the top 250

ináu*iiìuf ftt*s in the Times 1000' and the figures rises

to-eøy" if unlisted companies and foreign subsidiaries

àre excluded from the calculation' Most major UK
firi"ã ¡"u".iul institutions have also formed an audit

committee.

3 Audit Committees are well established in the United- 
il;;, *tt".. ttt"y ttuue been a listingrequirem^ent of the

Ñ"* i.tt StocÉ Exchange since isrs' a 1989 study

..uàut.¿ thatg7o/o of majol corporations had them' In

Canada, they are a legal requirement'

4 If they operate effectively, audit committees.can bring

tignin.urit benefits. In particular' they have the poten-

tial to:

(a) improve the quality of hnancial reporting' by re-

'*' ïiJ*ing the l-rnancíal statements on behall of the

Board;

(b) create a climate of discipline^and control which will

reduce the oPPortunitY for fraud;

lcì enable the non-executive directors to contribute an

'-' i;J.;;"¡.nt judgement and play a positive role;

(d) help the finance director' by providing 1 fgtyT int-' 
*li.rt ¡tcan raise issues oflconcern' and which he

"ät 
*" t" get things done which might otherwise

be diffìcult;

le) strensthen the position of the exte¡nal auditor' by
'-' piãuiäing a chännel of communication and forum

for issues of concern;

rfl orovide a framework within which the external\¡' 
ã"ãii"i can assert his independence in the event of

a disPute with management;

(g) strengthen the position of the internal audit func-
'"' iiån, iy p.oviding a greater degree of independence

from management;

(h) increase public confidence in the credibility and

objectivity of financial statements'

\L
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5 The effectiveness of audit committees will be reduced,
however, il they act as a barrier between the auditors
and the executive directors on the main board, or ifthey
encourage the main board to abdicate its responsibili-
ties in the audit area, so weakening the board's collec-
tive responsibility for reviewing and approving the fi-
nancial statements. They will also fall short of their
potential if they lack the understanding to deal ade-
quately with the auditing or accounting matters that
they are likely to face, if they remain under the influence
of any dominant personality on the main board, or if
they simply get in the way and obstruct executive mana-
gement, and stifle entrepreneurial skills.

6 Audit committees will be as good as the people on them:
eflectiveness depends crucially on a strong, independent
chairman who has the confidence of the board and of
the auditors, and on the quality of the non-executive
directors. Structure is also important, however, and
adherence to the following recommendations, repeated
here from the main part of the report, will ensure that
audit committees are soundly based.

(a) Audit committees should be formally constituted
as sub-committees of the main board to whom they
are answerable and to whom they should report
regularly; they should be given written terms of
reference which deal adequately with their mem-
bership, authority and duties; and they should nor-
mally meet at least twice a year.

(b) There should be a minimum of three members.
Membership should be confined to be non-execu-
tive directors of the company and a majority of the
non-executives serving on the committee should be
independent of the company. This means that
apart from their directors' fees and shareholdings,
they should be independent of management and
free from any business or other relationship which
could materially interfere with the exercise of their

independent judgement as a committee member. It
is for the board to decide in individual cases

whether this definition is met.

(c) The external auditor and, where an internal audit
function exists, the head of internal audit should
normally attend audit committee meetings, as
should the finance director. Other board members
should also have the right to attend.

(d) The committee should have a discussion with the
auditors, at least once a year, without executive
board members present, to ensure that there are no
unresolved issues of concern.

(e) The audit committee should have explicit authority
to investigate any matters within its terms of re-
flerence, the resources which it needs to do so, and
full access to information. The committee should
be able to obtain outside professional advice and if
necessary to invite outsiders with relevant experi-
ence to attend meetings.

(Ð Membership of the committee should be disclosed
in the annual report and the chairman ol the com-
mittee should be available to answer questions
about its work at the Annual General Meeting.

7 Specimen terms of reference for an audit committee,
compiled from the many examples that are available,
are annexed. They are intended simply as a guide for
companies who will wish to adapt and build on them to
suit their own circumstances. They will particularly
need tailoring for group rather than single company
audit committees. The list of duties in the annex reflects
the most commonly performed duties in the UK and the
US but no single set of duties has emerged as standard
practice.

8 (...)


